VERTICAL 4” NO-HUB, ADJUSTABLE, BACK-TO-BACK

12724

APPLICATION: For use with Siphon Jet or Blowout Closets in No-Hub piping systems where back-to-back adjustable fitting with vertical flow is desired.

Back-to-Back Fitting, On Stack, 2” Vent

OPTIONS & NOTES

- PF PylonFoot, Std.
- OR O-RingCarrier
- SD Special-Duty 500 lb. Carrier
- ▼ HS Hub & Spigot
- ▼ D4 Double 4” No-Hub Branches
- ▼ HD4 Double 4” Hub Branches
- ▼ VS4 Vent Side 4” No-Hub Branch
- ▼ OS4 Opposite Vent 4” No-Hub Branch
- ▼ HVS4 Vent Side 4” Hub Branch
- VP Vandal-Proof
- I Positioning Frame
- ▼ Product Illustration follows

OPTIONS N/A: -HD4, -HVS4.

117 LBS.
CLOSET CARRIERS

12724-HS SERIES
Back-to-Back 2" Vent

12724-VS4 SERIES
Back-to-Back 2" Branch, 2" Vent Same Side

12724-OS4 SERIES
Back-to-Back 2" Branch, 2" Vent Opposite Side

12724-HS-HVS4 SERIES
Back-to-Back Single Branch, 2" Vent

12724-D4 SERIES
Back-to-Back Two 4" Branches 2" Vent

12724-HS-HD4 SERIES
Back-to-Back Two 4" Branches 2" Vent
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